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1. INTRODUCTION
We will consider the following Cauchy problem for Navier]Stokes
equations in three dimensional whole space
­ u¡
3y nDu q u ? = u s y=P q f , in R = 0, T , .  .
­ t
3~div u s 0, in R = 0, T , 1.1 .  .
< <u ª 0, as x ª q`,¢ 3u x , 0 s a x , in R . .  .
 .  .  .Here u s u x, t s u , u , u and P s P x, t denote the unknown ve-1 2 3
 . 3  .locity vector and the pressure of the fluid at point x, t g R = 0, T ,
 .respectively, while n ) 0 is the viscosity, a x is a given initial velocity
 .  .vector field, and f s f x, t s f , f , f is the external force vector. It is1 2 3
 .well known that Eqs. 1.1 describe the time evolution of solutions of
mathematical models of viscous incompressible fluid in R3; its weak
w x w xsolution was constructed by early works of Leray 10 and Hopf 6 . But in
 .general, the uniqueness of the Leray]Hopf weak solution u, P , up to an
additive constant for pressure P, remains open. The strong solution known
w xwith uniqueness is only local, see 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 21 , or it exists only
w xfor sufficiently small initial data, see 2, 4, 7, 13, 14, 21 . The existence of
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The purpose of this paper is to give some results on the local existence,
global existence, and the asymptotic behaviours of strong solutions to the
Cauchy problem for Navier]Stokes equations. Over the past decades,
there has been an extensive literature on the solvability of Navier]Stokes
w xequations for the initial value problem. Fabes, Jones, and Rivere 4 gave a
detailed L p-theory in Rn for the local solution, by assuming that a g
p n. 5 5 p nL R and f s 0, p ) n; and for global solutions with a qL R .
5 5 p9 na small, p9 - n - p, using singularity operator theory. Kato andL R .
w xPonce 8 proved the existence and uniqueness of local solutions and
strongly continuous dependence of the solution on the initial data by
making use of the abstract theory of the nonlinear evolution equation.
w x p 5 5 n nKato 7 constructed a global strong L -solution with a small forL R .
p n. n n.p s n. He got another kind of global strong solution in L R l L Rs
 . y1 5 5 n n 5 5 p n 41 - p F n, s ) 0 only assuming n max a , a small, cf.L R . L R .s
w x w x21 . A similar result was obtained in 2 , but its global solution exists only
5 5 5 5 1 2 3 .5 5 5 5  .under the assumptions that a q f a and f q ) n2 L 0, T ; L R .. q q
are small. In this paper, through constructing the approximate solutions by
making use of linearized Navier]Stokes equations with the same initial
data and establishing estimates for the approximate solutions in terms of
the initial data, we show the existence of a local solution for a g L2 l L6
5 5 5 5 1 q 2and of a global solution only assuming that a q f is small or2 L R ; L .
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 q 2 3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3a q f q f is small. Our second purpose is6 L R , L R .. L R ; L R ..
to show the decay properties of the strong solution which we obtain. The
 w x.asymptotic behavior has been studied for weak solutions cf. 16, 19 , and
 wfor strong solutions under the assumption of small initial data cf. 2, 7,
x. w x20 . But they all assume that the external force is zero, except 19 . Thus
the decay rate is given for solutions of the Navier]Stokes equations with
non-zero external force under appropriate conditions. We shall take the
w xmethod in 20 but not use the theories of semigroups and Stokes opera-
tors. If external forces vanish, our results coincide with theirs.
The contents of this paper are as follows: in Section 2, we state our main
theorems after introducing some notation. In Section 3, we first construct
approximate solutions, then establish some fundamental estimates for the
approximate solutions, which are used for the proof of the theorem in
Section 4. Although the method proving our theorem is standard, cf.
w x9, 18 , for the sake of completeness, we shall give the proof.
2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT
OF THE MAIN RESULT
Before stating our theorems, we introduce some notations and function
p 3.spaces. Let L R , 1 F p F q`, represent the usual Lesbegue space of
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scalar functions as well as that of vector functions with norm denoted by
5 5 ` `? . Let C denote the set of all C real vector functions f sp 0, s
 . 3 m 3.f , f , f with compact support in R , such that div f s 0. H R is1 2 3
the usual L2}Sobolev space of order m g R. L2 is the closure of C`s 0, s
5 5 ` 1 3.with respect to ? , while V is the closure of C in H R . Finally,2 0, s
5 5 p .given a Banach space X with norm ? , we denote by L 0, T ; X ,X
 .  .1 F p F q`, the set of the functions f t defined on 0, T with values in
T 5  . 5 p 1, 1 .  <X such that H f t dt - q`, and W Q s u u gX0 2 T
2 1 3.. 2 .4 3 w x mw x .L 0, T ; H R , ­ ur­ t g L Q with Q s R = 0, T . C 0, T , XT T
 . w xstands for the set of the function f t from 0, T into X, whose derivatives
w x  3.up to m are continuous from 0, T into X. C R is the set of functionsB
that are bounded and continuous in R3.
 .By a strong solution of the Cauchy problem 1.1 , we mean a vector field
 .u x, t which is defined as follows.
 .DEFINITION. A vector field u x, t is called a strong solution of
` 2 6 3..Navier]Stokes equations with initial value a, if u g L 0, T ; L l L Rs
2 .l L 0, T ; V for T ) 0 and it satisfies the identity
­f ­fT
yu ? q n=u ? =f y u u ? dx dtH H k /3 ­ t ­ x0 R k 2.1 .
T
<s a ? f dx q f ? f dx dt ,H ts0 H H
3 3R 0 R
1, 1 .  .for arbitrary f g W Q with f T s 0.2 T
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorems.
1 q 2  3 .. 2  q 2  3 ..THEOREM 1. Let f g L R ; L R l L R ; L R l
4r3 q 6 3.. 2 6 3.L R ; L R , a g L l L R . Let T be taken as in Lemma 3.4.s 0
Then there exists a unique strong solution u of the Cauchy problem for
 .Na¨ier]Stokes Eqs. 1.1 such that
u g L` 0, T ; L2 l L6 R3 , 2.2 .  . .0 s
­ u
2 2u g L 0, T ; V , g L 0, T ; V 9 , 2.3 .  .  .0 0­ t
and
u t ª a, in L2 R3 , as t ª 0. 2.4 .  .  .
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1  q 2  3 .. 2  q 2  3 ..TH E O RE M 2. Let f g L R ; L R l L R ; L R l
4r3 q 6 3.. 2 6 3.L R ; L R , a g L l L R . There exist positi¨ e constantss
5 5 5 5 4r3 q 6 3 5 5 2 q 2 2l s l a , f , f , .6 L R , L R .. L R , L R ..1 1
5 5 5 5 1 q 2 3l s l a , f .2 L R , L R ..2 2
such that if
`
5 5 5 5a q f t dt - l .2 H 2 1
0
or
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 q 2 3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3a q f q f - l ,6 L R , L R .. L R ; L R .. 2
then the solution u in Theorem 1 is global, i.e., T s q`. Moreo¨er0
u g L4 0, q`; L6 R3 . 2.5 .  . .
Furthermore, if
ya25 5 5 5f t q f t F C 1 q t , a ) 0, .  .  .2 6
then
yb65 5u t F C 1 q t , for t G 1, 2.6 .  .  .6
3 4with b s min 3, a . Especially, if f s 0, then4
y365 5u t F C 1 q t , for t G 1. 2.7 .  .  .6
In here and what follows, C denotes various constants depending on n .
Remarks.
 . w x  2 .1 According to Theorem 2 of 9, Chap. 6 , ­ ur­ t, ­ ur­ x ­ x ,i j
2 3  ..­ Pr­ x g L R = 0, T for i, j s 1, 2, 3. Moreover, if we assume a gi 0
2 3. 1 2 3..H R l V, ­ fr­ t g L 0, q`; L R and f is Holder continuous withÈ
 .respect to x, t , then the strong solution u is a classical solution by
w x ` 3  ..Theorem 13 of 9, Chap. 6 . If we let f s 0, then u g C R = 0, T0
w xaccording to the regularity criteria, cf. 5, 15 .
 .2 The uniqueness of the strong solution follows from the uniqueness
w x w xresults in 4, 13, 14 ; for details, see 9, 12 .
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3. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL
ESTIMATIONS
We first define the approximate solutions, then establish some basic
2 6 3. kestimates. Let a g L l L R . We select a g V such thats
ak ª a in L2 l L6 R3 strongly, .s
and
5 k 5 5 5 5 k 5 5 5a F C a , a F C a .2 2 6 6
We now consider the Cauchy problem for the linearized Navier]Stokes
system in R3
¡ 0­ u
0 0 3y nDu s y=P q f , in R = 0, T , .
­ t
0 3~ 3.1div u s 0, in R = 0, T ,  . .
0 < <u ª 0, as x ª q`,¢ 0 0 3u x , 0 s a x , in R , .  .
and
¡ k­ u
k ky1 k k 3y nDu q u ? = u s y=P q f , in R = 0, T , .  .
­ t
k 3~div u s 0, in R = 0, T , .
k < <u ª 0, as x ª q`,¢ k k 3u x , 0 s a x , in R , .  .
3.2 .
2 2 3..  w x.for k G 1. If f g L 0, q`; L R , it is known cf. 9 that there exists a
k  .  .  .unique solution u k G 0 to 3.1 and 3.2 satisfying
­ uk ­ uk ­ 2 uk ­ P k
2 3, , , g L R = 0, T , 3.3 .  . .
­ x ­ t ­ x ­ x ­ xi i j i
and
uk g L` 0, T ; L2 R3 3.4 .  . .
for i, j s 1, 2, 3, k s 0, 1, . . . . Utilizing the Sobolev embedding theorem
 w x.cf. 11
H 1 R3 ; L6 R3 , 3.5 .  .  .
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and
H 2 R3 ; C R3 . .  .B
5 k 5Thus, u is well defined for p G 2. An easy computation shows that thep
following lemma holds.
2 2 3.. 1 2 3.. 2LEMMA 3.1. Let f g L 0, q`; L R l L 0, q`; L R , a g L .s
 .  .Then for problems 3.1 , 3.2 , we hold
`
k 1 q 2 35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u t F a q f t dt s A s A a , f , 3.6 .  .  . .2 2 H 2 2 L R , L R ..
0
t 2 2 2k 1 q 2 35 5 5 5 5 5n =u t dt F a q 2 f , 3.7 .  .H 2 2 L R ; L R ..
0
for e¨ery t ) 0 and k G 0.
 .  .  .Because of 3.3 , 3.4 , from 3.2 , it follows that
yD P k s div uky1 ? = uk y f , 3.8 .  . .
for k G 1. Since P k is unique up to the addition of a constant, without loss
k .of generality, we assume the pressure P x, t is determined by the
supplementary condition
lim P k x , t s 0. .
< <x ªq`
Let P k s P k q P k, with P k satisfying1 2 i
3 2¡ ­
k ky1 kyD P s u u , .1 i j­ x ­ xi ji , js1~
3 ­
kyD P s y f .2 i¢ ­ xiis1
2 3.  w x.Thus, if f g L R , the Calderon]Zygmund theory cf. 17 on singular
integrals yields the estimates of the following lemma.
2 3. k  .LEMMA 3.2. Let f g L R and u satisfy 3.3 . Then the estimates
5 k 5 5 < ky1 < 5 5 ky1 5 5 k 5P F C u F C u u , 3.9 .3 3 6 61
5 k 5 5 5P F C f , 3.10 .6 22
hold for k G 1.
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Next, we establish the key estimate for uk.
1 q 2  3 .. 2  q 2  3 ..LEMMA 3.3. Let f g L R ; L R l L R ; L R l
4r3 q 6 3.. 2 6 3.L R ; L R , a g L l L R . Then the differential inequalitys
d 6 8k y2 k5 5 5 5u q CA u6 6dt
5 ky1 5 4 5 k 5 6 5 5 2 5 k 5 4 5 5 5 k 5 5F C u u q C f u q f u 3.11 .6 6 2 6 6 6
holds uniformly for k G 1.
 .Proof. The ith equation of 3.2 is
­ uk ­ P ki k ky1 ky nDu q u ? = u s y q f . 3.12 .  .i i i­ t ­ xi
 . < k < 4 k 3We now multiply both sides of 3.12 by u u and integrate in R .i i
 .  .Because of 3.3 , 3.4 , it follows that
1 d 6 4 2k k k5 5 < < < <u q 5n u =u dx6 Hi i i
36 dt R
­ uki4 4k k k k< < < <s 5 P u dx q f u u dxH Hi i i i
3 3­ xR Ri
< k < < k < 4 < k < < k < < k < 4 < k < 5 5 5 k 5 5F 5 P u =u dx q 5 P u =u dx q f uH H 6 61 i i 2 i i i
3 3R R
5 4 2 2 4k k y1 k k< < < < < < < <F n u =u dx q 5n P u dxH Hi i 1 i
3 32 R R
y1 < k < 2 < k < 4 5 5 5 k 5 5q 5n P u dx q f uH 6 62 i
3R
5 4 2 2 4k k y1 k k< < < < < < < <F n u =u dx q 5n P u dxH Hi i 1 i
3 32 R R
y1 5 k 5 2 5 k 5 4 5 5 5 k 5 5q 5n P u q f u .6 6 6 62
 .By 3.10 , the above inequality implies that
1 d 56 4 2k k k5 5 < < < <u q n u =u dx6 Hi i i
36 dt 2 R
3.13 .
y1 < k < 2 < k < 4 y1 5 5 2 5 k 5 4 5 5 5 k 5 5F 5n P u dx q 5n C f u q f u .H 2 6 6 61 i
3R
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 w x.  .Using the Ladyzhenskaya inequality cf. 9 and estimate 3.9 , the first
 .term at the right hand side of 3.13 can be estimated
< k < 2 < k < 4 5 k 5 2 5 k 5 4P u dx F P uH 3 121 i 1 i
3R
5 k 5 2 5 < k < 2 k 5 4r3s P u u3 41 i i
1r2
2 3 4 2ky1 k k k5 5 5 5 < < < <F C u u u =u dx6 6 H i i /3R
5 4 2 4 6k k ky1 k< < < < 5 5 5 5F n u =u dx q C u u .H 6 6i i
34 R
 .Substituting the above estimate into 3.13 , it follows that
1 d 56 4 2 4 6k k k ky1 k5 5 < < < < 5 5 5 5u q n u =u dx F C u u6 H 6 6i i i
36 dt 4 R
5 5 2 5 k 5 4 5 5 5 k 5 5q C f u q f u .2 6 6 6
3.14 .
 w x.By the Sobolev inequality cf. 1
< k < 4 < k < 2 5 k 56u =u dx G C u .H 18i i i
3R
 .Using the interpolation inequality and estimate 3.6 , we see that
5 k 5 5 k 51r4 5 k 5 3r4u F u u .6 2 18i i i
So
< k < 4 < k < 2 y2 5 k 58u =u dx G CA u .H 6i i i
3R
 .Substituting the above inequality into 3.14 , adding for i from 1 to 3, it
follows that
31 d 6 8k y2 k5 5 5 5u q CA u6 6i6 dt is1 3.15 .
5 ky1 5 4 5 k 5 6 5 5 2 5 k 5 4 5 5 5 k 5 5F C u u q C f u q f u .6 6 2 6 6 6
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By the Holder inequalityÈ
3r43 3




8 8k k5 5 5 5u G C u . 6 6i
is1
So
1 d 6 8k y2 k5 5 5 5u q CA u6 65 dt
5 ky1 5 4 5 k 5 6 5 5 2 5 k 5 4 5 5 5 k 5 5F C u u q C f u q f u .6 6 2 6 6 6
 .which implies 3.11 .
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 3.3 hold. Then there exists
T ) 0, such that0
5 k 5 w xu t F C , ; t g 0, T 3.16 .  .6 0
holds uniformly for k G 1.
 .Proof. Using the Young inequality, from 3.11 , it follows that
d 2 4 2 2 4r3k ky1 k 2r35 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u t F C u t u t q C f t q A f . .  .  .  . .6 6 6 2 6dt
Thus
d t ky1 4 t ky1 42yCH 5 u t .5 dt k yCH 5 u t .5 dt0 6 0 65 5e u t F Ce . .6dt
= 5 5 2 2r3 5 5 4r3f t q A f t . .  . .2 6
Integrating the above inequality from 0 to s, we get
ss ky1 42 2 2 4r3k CH 5 u t .5 dt 2r30 65 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u s F Ce a q f t q A f t dt . .  .  . .6 6 H 2 6
0
t 4k . 5  .5Let Y t s u s ds, thenH 6k
0
2
t2 2 4r32C Y  t . 2r3ky 1 5 5 5 5 5 5Y t F Ce a q f t q A f t dt t . .  .  . .6 H 2 6k
0
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 .By a similar calculation, we deduce from 3.1
`
405 5Y ` s u t dt .  .H 60
0
5 5 2 2r3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3F C a q A f .6 L R ; L R ..
s CM .
Thus, we take T such that0
2
T02 2 4r32C M 2r35 5 5 5 5 5Ce a q f t q A f t dt T F CM . .  . .6 H 2 6 0
0
 .By induction, we obtain estimate 3.16 .
LEMMA 3.5. Let the assumption of Lemma 3.3 hold. If there exist
constants C , C independent of a and f , which satisfy1 2
2 C2 M 5 5 2 5 5 2 2 q 2 3 2r3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3C A e a q f q A f F M , 3.17 . 46 L R ; L R .. L R ; L R ..1
then estimates
5 k 5u t F C , t G 0 3.18 .  .6
and
`
4k5 5u t dt F C 3.19 .  .H 6
0
hold uniformly for k G 1.
 .Proof. From 3.11
d 2 4k y2 k5 5 5 5u t q CA u t .  .6 6dt
5 ky1 5 4 5 k 5 2 5 5 2 5 k 5 5 5F C u t u t q C f t q u t f t . .  .  .  .  . 46 6 2 6 6
By the Young inequality
d 2 4k y2 k5 5 5 5u t q CA u t .  .6 6dt
5 ky1 5 4 5 k 5 2 5 5 2 2r3 5 5 4r3F C u t u t q C f t q A f t . .  .  .  . .6 6 2 6
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 . yCH t0 5 u ky 1t .5 46 dt 5 k .5 2Let Y t s e u t . Then6
d t ky1 4y2 CH 5 u t .5 dt 20 6Y t q CA e Y t .  .
dt
yCH t0 5 u ky 1t .5 46 dt 5 5 2 2r3 5 5 4r3F Ce f t q A f t . .  . .2 6
w xIntegrating the last inequality over 0, t , t ) 0, we get
t s ky1 4y2 CH 5 u t .5 dt 20 6Y t q CA e Y s ds .  .H
0
t2 2 4r32r35 5 5 5 5 5F C a q C f s q A f s ds .  . .6 H 2 6
0
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 q 2 3 2r3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3F C a q f q A f . 3.20 . .6 L R ; L R .. L R ; L R ..
So
t t ky1 44k 2 CH 5 u t .5 dt0 65 5u t dt F CA e .H 6
0 3.21 .
= 5 5 2 5 5 2 2 q 2 3 2r3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3a q f q A f . .6 L R ; L R .. L R ; L R ..
`5 0 .5 4  .Since H u t dt F M, utilizing assumption 3.17 , by induction, from60
 .  .  .  .3.21 , we deduce 3.19 . Combining 3.19 and 3.20 , we obtain estimate
 .3.18 .
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let a, b, a , b ) 0. If the x t satisfy
yb1qax9 t q ax t F b 1 q t , for t G 1, .  .  .
then
ys
x t F C 1 q t , for all t G 1, .  .0
  .4   .  .1r1qa .  .1r a 4where s s min 1ra , br 1 q a , C s max x 1 , 2bra , 2 sra .0
This lemma is easily proved by the standard comparison result for
 w x.ordinary differential equations cf. 20 .
5  .5 2LEMMA 3.7. Suppose the conditions of Lemma 3.3 hold. If f t q2
5  .5  .ya  .f t F C 1 q t a ) 0 , then6
yb6k5 5u t F C 1 q t , ; t G 1, 3.22 .  .  .6
3 4with b s min 3, a . Especially, if f s 0, then4
y36k5 5u t F C 1 q t , ; t G 1. 3.23 .  .  .6
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 .  t 5 k .5 4 .5 k .5 6  .  .Proof. Let y t s exp yCH u t dt u t . From 3.11 , 3.18 ,6 60
we deduce that
d 21q1r3 2r3 5r65 5 5 5y t q Cy t F C f t y t q f t y t .  .  .  .  .  .2 6dt
5 5 2 5 5 2r3F C f t q f t y . .  . .2 6
5  .5 2 5  .5  .yaSince f t q f t F C 1 q t , then2 6
d ya1q1r3 2r3y t q Cy t F C 1 q t y t . 3.24 .  .  .  .  .
dt
 .  .  .yb mBecause of 3.18 we now suppose y t F C 1 q t with C ) 0,m m
b G 0, m g N. By Lemma 3.6,m
yb mq 1y t F C 1 q t .  .mq 1
with
2b q 3am
b s min 3, ,mq 1  54
C s g C1r2 .mq 1 m
3 2 4Let m ª q`, b ª min 3, a , and lim sup C F g . Som m4
5 k 5 6 CH
t
0 5 u
ky 1t .5 46 dtu t F e y t .  .6
` ky1 4 yb2 CH 5 u t .5 dt0 6F g e 1 q t .
ybF C 1 q t , ; t G 1, .
3 4with b s min 3, a .4
 .  .If f s 0, we easily get 3.23 from 3.11 .
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS
Now let us prove our theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1. The uniqueness of the strong solution follows from
w x w xTheorem 1 of 9, Chap. 6 , also see Theorem 6.9 of 12, Chap. I . In the
following, we prove the existence of the solution with the qualities stated
in Theorem 1. Since the approximate solution uk of Navier]Stokes Eqs.
 .  .  .1.1 constructed in Section 3 satisfies 3.1 , 3.2 , then we obtain estimates
 .  .  .3.6 , 3.7 , and 3.11 . Applying these estimates, we easily deduce that
k­ u
F C 4.1 .
2  .L 0, T ; V 9­ t 0
holds uniformly for k G 1.
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 .  .  .  .The estimates 3.6 , 3.7 , 3.11 , and 4.1 enable us to assert
` 6 3. 2 .the existence of an element u g L 0, T ; L R l L , =u g0 s
2 2 3.. 2 . k 9 L 0, T ; L R and ­ ur­ t g L 0, T ; V 9 , and a subsequence u in0 0
.fact, the sequence itself converges because of the uniqueness such that
¡ k 9 ` 6 3 2u ª u , in L 0, T ; L R l L weak-star, . .0 s
k 9­ u ­ u~ 2 4.2 .ª , in L 0, T ; V 9 weakly, .0­ t ­ t
k 9 2 2 3¢=u ª =u , in L 0, T ; L R weakly. . .0
`w x ` .  .For arbitrary f g C 0, T ; C with f T s 0, let supp f ; V =0 0, s 0
w x0, T for some bounded set V. By the Sobolev Compact Theorem0
H 1 V ; L2 V .  .
 wand the injection is compact. Applying a compact result cf. 12, Theorem
x w x.  .5.1, Chap. I also see 18, Theorem 2.1, Chap. III and 4.1 , we also have
uk 9 ª u , in L2 0, T ; L2 V strongly. 4.3 .  . .0
 . 3  .We now multiply both sides of 3.2 by f and integrate over R = 0, T0
to get
­fT0 k k ky1 k <u ? y n=u ? =f q u ? = f ? u dx dt q a ? f dx .H H H ts0 /3 3­ t0 R R
T0s y f ? f dx dt.H H
30 R
`w x ` . 1, 1 .  .  .Because C 0, T ; C is dense in W Q , using 4.2 , 4.3 , and the0 0, s 2 T0
familiar manipulation, we can easily prove that the limit u of uk 9 is the
 .  . 2 3. qunique generalized solution of 1.1 , and u ?, t ª a in L R as t ª 0 .
5 5 2 5 5 2 2 q 2 3 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3Proof of Theorem 2. If a q f q f is6 L R , L R .. L R , L R ..
 .given, we let A - 1. In order to obtain 3.17 , we only need
A2 F A2 s Cy1eyC 2 5 a5 26q5 f 5 4r3L4r3Rq, L6R 3.. .0 1
=
5 5 2 5 5 4r34r3 q 6 3a q f6 L R , L R ..
.2 2 4r3
2 q 2 3 4r3 q 6 35 5 5 5 5 5a q f q f6 L R , L R .. L R , L R ..
 4So we take l s min 1, A .1 0
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5 5 5 5 1 q 2 3If a q f is given, we take2 L R ; L R ..
y2y1 yC21 q 2 35 5 5 5l s min 1, C a q f e , .2 L R ; L R .. 52 1
 .where C , C are constants independent of a and f in 3.17 . Then the1 2
 .assumptions of Theorem 2 guarantee that 3.17 is valid. Thus, we hold
 .  .global estimate 3.18 , 3.19 for approximate solutions according to Lemma
 .  .3.5. By making use of global estimates 3.18 , 3.19 instead of local
 .estimate 3.16 , the proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1, so
we omit the details. Since the norm is weak lower-semicontinuous, by
 .  .  .  .3.22 , 3.23 , we obtain decay estimates 2.7 and 2.8 .
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